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In late 1977, Nippon Kogaco (now Nikon) launched two project teams, consisting mainly of then design members. One team was responsible for the development of the high-speed shutter installed on Nikon FM2 (see section corresponding to this model), and the other was dedicated to the development of the matrix light measurement system, which will be
integrated into Nikon FA. Nippon Kogako has focused his efforts on developing technologies to measure exposure and control exposure. This effort has led to a weighted measurement system in the middle, the standard TTL measurement system and the TTL AE (automatic) measurement system applied to Nikkormat EL, Nikon EL2 and FE. However, this
was not the end of the anti-exposure world. Despite numerous efforts and attempts to fine-tune exposure control to reduce their failures, there has always been a percentage of cases where optical measurement is wrong. To avoid accidental measurements, advanced users use exposure compensation or exposure blocking. So what about inexperienced
users? Nikon's latest research team was specifically intended to master the light measurement system to make the use of compensation or exposure unnecessary obstruction. The second team consists of 10 technicians, mostly engineers responsible for the measurement mechanism and a few those responsible for the evaluation. Research begins by
examining the relationship between the distribution of body brightness and correct exposure. The surface of 24x36mm, equivalent to the full shape, was used and 24 photosilicon diode (SPDs) were placed on 5 mm side panels: 4 vertically and 6 horizontally. The 24 panels have been placed in place that would occupy the film in the form of Nikon FE. The
signals recorded by the 24 sensors were amplified by the same IC meter that uses FE. Signals that are amplified by IC were sent by a representative switch to a recording pen at regular intervals. This device was a tool for measuring subject brightness information in each part of the 24 parts of the image level, by interpreting the theoretical graph produced
by this registry. Currently, this system is done with computers, but in those years it was done quite similarly. Team members took pictures of different scenes in different situations. they traveled all over the world to collect data from exhibitions other than those that Located in a temperate climatic zone. The photos were taken with nikon FE equipped with this
device and another regular FE that was placed next to its predecessor. The normal FE was loaded with film and the images were made using brackets to take several pictures with different exposures. Nippon Kogaco's engineers were developing an algorithm to determine what was compared to the correct exposure to thousands of images that were
considered optimal exposure, based on the graphics obtained from the 24 SPD sensors. By repeating the tests and studying the results, they learned that brightness is a good parameter for calculating exposure and that (2) five measurement areas would be sufficient for practical use. The next step would produce prototypes of SPD sensors capable of
measuring in five segments of the axial aircraft and testing them in the form of nikon FE. It was necessary to complete the first matrix measurement system for six years and the efforts of many people. Initially it was thought to install a new matrix sensor on nikon FE2, which would replace a successful FE. FE2 will already be equipped with a high-speed
shutter up to 1/4000s, TTL flash system and automatic exposure control A. Add a matrix measurement system that would also charge the price of this camera to rise too much and out of the price range allocated to the FE series. In this way, fe2 will not eventually carry this system and a new model will be designed for this purpose. Nikon was released in
1983, six months after FE2. This model was awarded in the first grand prix camera specifically for the matrix measurement system. The International Union of Neon and Olympus OM-4 were in the finals of this award and, in fact, won the first by a narrow margin. Technological innovation was specifically in both cases in the light measurement system: a matrix
in nikon's case and multiple points in the case of Olympus. The matrix measurement system experience its own evolution and become the ultimate 3D color matrix system that will carry F5, D1 and 3D multisensor flash control and so on. Other manufacturers have adopted this system, although it does not usually have the same name. Do you have a
question? * /&gt; Nikon Nikon FA User Guide - Have You Ever Lost? If you have come here, this situation has happened. However, you are not the only person who has problems providing instruction manuals for all home appliances. Here are some tips on how and why you should save user guides. Nikon Nikon FA Instruction Manual is a kind of technical
documentation that is an integral component of A device we bought. They differ from each other by the amount of information we can find about a device: like Nikon Nikon FA. Of course, if the manufacturer considers it appropriate to provide us with more information about Nikon Nikon FA device, it is worth reading even once, initially, after purchasing the
product. However, we believe that the evidence should contain useful and necessary information about Nikon FA, so as not to discourage the user from reading it at first. Of course, if the Nikon Nikon FA device has many advanced features, we can not avoid much information in the content of this document. Which information in Nikon FA user should read the
directory? Information about proper use and maintenance of Nikon FA device - it is necessary to acquaint yourself with the basic rules so that, in case of problems with the device, the service does not refuse warranty due to improper use. Information about the most common problems with Nikon FA and ways to explore them information about Nikon Nikon
ENGLISH Union device warranty and the nearest services that can repair the device according to nikon manufacturer instructions how to save instructions at home? Setting a drawer to store nikon nikon FA guides, as well as all the other household appliances you use, is a good idea. Then it will be much easier to reach them than to look for it in shopping
boxes that you or other relatives have certainly already thrown away. Simply sort the drawer once a year and throw away guides from devices that are no longer used. This way you can avoid having unnecessary documents and you will have the current ones. You can also download and print the Nikon Nikon FA guide user to put it in your drawer. Similar
instruction guides buy all products from your favorite brand in one place Nikon FA post 6-15-'05 the following page contains information about this camera.  If the image below resembles a camera, click below to see the full guide.   This library camera guide is for reference and historical purposes, and all rights are reserved. This page is copyrighted © by Mike
Butkus - New J. This page may not be sold or distributed without the express permission of the product I have no contact with any camera library camera on-line camera guide if I find this guide useful, how about donating from $3 to: M. Butkus, 29 Lake Ave, High Bridge, NJ 08829-1701 and send your email address so I can thank you.  Most other places
charge you $7.50 for an electronic version or $18.00 for a hard-to-read Zyroxcopy. This will help me continue to host this site and buy new and pay their shipping costs.    It'll make you feel better, won't it?  If you're using Pay Pal, use the link below. Use the address above to get a check, M.O or cash. Click here to go to the main camera guide site click on the
link below, choose SAVE TARGET AS Save save to a folder of problems of your choice to open PDF files or print problems - click here to continue pdf guide outside link text and photos: Hugo Rodriguez. When all the SLR cameras were manual with a typical speed disc and so on, Nikon appeared with a new model under the arm that incorporated a full
range of possible exposure modes, opening a new stage for the SLR and starting for a new type of measurement that is indispensable today and includes almost any camera that is preferred: is a matrix measurement. The body is made of metal and has a typical design for old reactions. The exterior appearance is very neat, combining the aluminum tone at
the top and bottom with black leather in the center area of the front and back. Top, it looks like aluminum plated plastic, we saw that it pushes electricity, and therefore, either the paint is really metallic or it is really aluminum ... The design is very similar to many other cameras of this type and is very similar to FE2 of the same signature. Starting from the top,
we see that the order of the controls is typical: speed disc, sensitivity disc ... The front is full and has a glimpse of the handle as a accessory to facilitate the camera grip. To the controls the electronic shutter provides a range of speeds ranging from 1 to 1/4000, with b mode and mechanical speed at 1/250 to be able to fire even without batteries. This is a
synchronous flash speed, by the way very high. On the same disc, but attached to the body, there is another tablet that we choose to put exposure: manual, diaphragm priority, priority speed and program. Best of all, you don't need to use AF lenses to be able to enjoy these modes, not as with modern company models. The shutter button is next to it, and has
a manual cable thread. The film feeding arm, two positions: completely folded (trigger bot blocks and thus involuntary ignition of the FA) and deployed about 30o, so that you can already activate the optical meter and shoot. On one side we find a small crane that is used to make multiple exposure safely and avoid the problem of various homeless exposures.
Next to this crane and shutter button is the window with the exposure counter. On the other side of our quintet. To return the film to the disk sensitivities next to (ISO 12 to 3200, adjustable in two-thirds) and the disc compensation exposure (from +2 to -2, and also adjustable in two-thirds). The latter has an insurance button, to avoid unintentionally modifying
exposure. Additionally, once you enter any compensation value, a light indicator appears in the viewfinder to remind us. The flash shoe has a central connection and 3 more around it, so quickly discovers that it has a Flash TTL, considering that synchro speed is the first line and with automatic exposure modes that can be combined freely, the thing offers
quite a few possibilities ... On the front of the FA there are many controls: starting from the right side and at the height of the mountain of the goal, we see a crane with a fairly strange design, which is nothing more than a controller to check the depth of the field. Dealing with this is a bit strange at first – very different – but very comfortable. A little less is that
the self timer is delayed about 10, with additional performance: at the beginning of the countdown it lifts the mirror to its horizontal position so that vibrations and fear can be minimized at the time of shooting. It's a very interesting feature and Nikon engineers should forget less about it, especially in high-end models. Under the command of self-help is a small
controller, almost hidden and designed so that it should be used somewhat strangely: with a ring finger or heart we press it and rotate 90o. This switch between the nikon model central measurement and the 5-zone matrix measurement. As is already known, this type of measurement softens the photographer's congestion considerably from the task of
carefully measuring light to lighten ing traffic when needed. The added advantage is that both measurement methods work with all exposure modes and with manual AI lenses and of course with modern lenses. The fact that a hand held camera like this provides a matrix measurement is something you don't believe until you read the corresponding chapter a
few times and still see its exterior doesn't seem to fit... Is it a hand held camera with matrix measurement? What is clear is that it greatly increases the value of nikon FA. Mask as a complement to this wonderful combination of features, you can't miss a good camera lens. To begin with, they come equipped with lens closure, a sign that pleasant surprises
await us ... The image coverage is 93% - it can be better - and the focus screen image is very clear and sharp, almost up to the latest of the company. It's also interchangeable before. 2 models, one smooth without split focus and the other with grid. Viewer information is very easy to read and sufficient, and does not show the same thing in all 4 exposure
modes. In manual priority mode and diaphragm we are informed of the speed of photography and the specified diaphragm using a small camera located under the brand badge engraved on the front of the pentagram, which appears at the top of the camera lens no f image engraved with aperture ring. The small digital display appears above and on the left
the shutter speed, and two symbols, and - also for the optical meter signals. In shutter priority mode, the digital screen that showed us the speed now tells us the diaphragm and the window through which we saw the diaphragm on the lens ring covered and show another window indicating the speed specified on the manual disc. In program mode, the FA will
only teach us how fast you will fire, but not the diaphragm. Finally, it carries indicators for compensation and for flash. The first tells us and remembers that we activated it, to avoid disturbances by forgetting to leave it to zero when we finish using compensation. When a custom TTL flash is placed, the flash indicator appears, tells us several things, depending
on its flash: flash charged if it stays on, TTL exposure is performed correctly if flashes and flash is fully downloaded if it is turned off (it runs again when charged). Accessories to begin with, can not miss tow and return the engine, to choose between MD-12 and MD-15. The first is the simplest model, getting up to 2.7 f.p.s. in rush mode (and faster than
1/125). The MD-15 reaches 3.2 f.p.s. They both have two electric pin conductive cable connector and allow rewind of roll when finished. The backrest is interchangeable with the MF-16 model that provides the ability to print the date, time or frame number cascading up to the number 2000, but that is, inside the frame. Nikon FA conclusion is a coveted device
by Nikon enthusiasts or nikomaniacals who know it, and certainly also for quite a few after reading this article and knowing the good. It is without a doubt, one of the best combinations, with good and well assembled ingredients that lead to a very wonderful and delicious dish. Appetite.
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